AUXILIARY DEADBOLT

The auxiliary deadbolt is intended for use with a door that needs to be locked with a key. This locking function can be used where security is required.

There are two available options for locking functions. The first is a keyed cylinder on the exterior and a turnpiece on the interior side of the door. The second option is to have a keyed cylinder on both sides of the door.

All of the OMNIA deadbolts are compatible with 2 1/8" pre-drilled doors. The backset options for deadbolts are 2 3/8" (standard) and 2 3/4". The auxiliary deadbolt is available for doors that are 1 3/8" to 2 1/4" thick.

D0806T
TRADITIONAL
2 1/2" Diameter
9 1/16" Exterior Projection
1 3/16" Interior Turnpiece Projection

MORTISE PRIVACY BOLT

The mortise privacy bolt is available for applications requiring privacy, such as bedrooms or bathrooms. This bolt is not meant for security purposes. In case of an emergency, the bolt can be retracted from the exterior side through the emergency release rose.

Two options of trim are available for the privacy bolt. The traditional turnpiece is meant to be paired with our traditional lever and knob sets. The beaded turnpiece complements our beaded lever and knob sets.

The auxiliary deadbolt is available for doors that are 1 3/8" to 2 1/4" thick.

9163/238 or 9163/234
MORTISE PRIVACY BOLT SET WITH TRADITIONAL TURNPIECE
• Available in 2 3/8" (standard) and 2 3/4" backsets
• Supplied with an outside rose for emergency release
• Inside rose and turnpiece: 1 9/16"h x 1 1/16"w x 1 1/16"d
• Exterior emergency release rose: 1 9/16"h x 1 1/16"w x 3/8"d
• Faceplate: 2 1/4" x 1"; Strike: 2 3/4" x 1 1/8"
• Bolt: 9/16" throw solid brass bolt

065/238 or 065/234
MORTISE PRIVACY BOLT SET WITH BEADED TURNPIECE
• Available in 2 3/8" (standard) and 2 3/4" backsets
• Supplied with an outside rose for emergency release
• Inside rose and turnpiece: 2 1/4"h x 1 3/8"w x 1 1/16"d
• Exterior emergency release rose: 2 1/4"h x 1 3/8"w x 3/16"d
• Faceplate: 2 1/4" x 1"; Strike: 2 3/4" x 1 1/8"
• Bolt: 9/16" throw solid brass bolt